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Oscar Otter:
Synopsis

Oscar Otter is a young otter who loves to play on an otter slide. One day a busy
beaver chews down a tree that falls and blocks the slide. Oscar is annoyed. His father
tells him to build another slide, but to stay close to the water so that other animals
won’t catch him. 

Ignoring his father’s advice, Oscar builds a secret slide way up to the top of the
mountain. But when Oscar decides to explore, he gets lost and attracts the attention
of a fox, a wolf, a mountain lion, and a curious moose. 

This short, funny story will have children laughing as they learn the impor-
tance of following their parents’ advice. 

You may find additional extension activities, projects, and information on this and other Progeny
Press titles at https://www.pinterest.com/progenypress/boards/.
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Oscar Otter:
Talking About the Story

Use the following questions in a small-group discussion of the story.

   1. What is advice?

Advice is good ideas, opinions, experience, and wisdom that someone shares with you. 

   2. What advice does Oscar’s father give him when Oscar tells his father about a
beaver blocking his slide?

His father tells him to make a new slide somewhere else. He also tells Oscar to build his slide near water.

   3. Why does Oscar’s father tell him to stay near water?

Oscar’s father tells him “Other animals will catch you if you go too far away.” Oscar should stay near water to
keep himself safe from predators.

   4. What is a predator?

Any animal that kills another animal for food.
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Henry and Mudge in Puddle Trouble: 
Synopsis

Here are three short stories for young readers about everyone’s favorite boy and dog
duo, Henry and Mudge. 

In “The Snow Glory,” Henry finds a flower growing outside. He wants to pick
it, but his mother tells him to let it grow. He watches the flower every day, and the
temptation to pick the Snow Glory soon becomes too much to bear. But before
Henry can pick the flower, Mudge steps in in a surprising way. 

In “Puddle Trouble,” Henry and Mudge venture out into the rain without ask-
ing permission. They find a huge puddle and immediately jump in. When Henry’s
father goes outside to look for them, he finds Henry and Mudge covered with mud.
How will Henry’s father react?

Finally, in “The Kittens,” the cat next door has a litter of five kittens. Mudge is
fascinated by the kittens and treats them gently. When a new dog shows up in the
neighborhood, Mudge senses the threat. Can he rescue the kittens before the new dog
hurts them? 

You may find additional extension activities, projects, and information on this and other Progeny
Press titles at https://www.pinterest.com/progenypress/boards/.
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Dig Deeper:

   5. Henry told Mudge that he needed the Snow Glory. Did he really need it or did
he just want it? 

Henry didn’t really need the flower. He just wanted to have it. 

   6. What is the difference between needing something and wanting something?
Name some things you want. Name some things you need. 

When you need something it means you cannot do without it. For example, to be healthy and strong, you need
to eat good food. When you want something it means you feel you must have it and own it. For example, you
may want a new bike, but your old bike may work just fine. 

   7. Henry gets mad when Mudge eats the Snow Glory, but then he realizes that the
Snow Glory wasn’t his. It wasn’t anybody’s. It was just a thing to let grow. He
forgives Mudge for eating the flower. 

      Is it easy to forgive someone who takes something you want? Why or
why not?

Responses will vary. 

   8. Read this verse to the student(s):

Do not judge, and you will not be judged. Do not condemn, and
you will not be condemned. Forgive, and you will be
forgiven.”(Luke 6:37)

      What does this Bible verse teach us about forgiving?

It teaches us to not judge, nor condemn, and it tells us we need to forgive others if we want to be forgiven.
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